LEUCHTIE LED LIGHT DOG COLLARS

HOW TO MEASURE YOUR DOG
The Leuchtie is placed on the dog as a closed ring
and it is only necessary to open it for initial
activation and battery replacement.
So the size of the head is the measurement
you need – not the neck measurement.
Resize an adjustable collar so that you can place it
over the dog’s head and pull it back off again
without it being too tight and uncomfortable for
the dog.
Now measure the inside of the adjusted collar
with a flexible tape measure as precisely as
possible.
Alternatively, use a piece of string or strip of
paper – lay around the inside of the adjusted
collar, make a note of the finishing point and
measure this.
Then select the nearest size Leuchtie – keep in mind that there is only a very
small amount of "give" in the Leuchtie.

SIZE GUIDE
Leuchtie Mini

Leuchtie Plus

Premium Leuchtie

25cm

35cm

35cm

27.5cm

40cm

40cm

30cm

45cm

45cm

32.5cm

50cm

50cm

55cm

55cm

CHANGING BATTERIES
The batteries need to go into the battery pack as follows: first ‘on the side with
the size tag’ - using two thumbs, gently roll-back the soft silicon tubing i.e. roll
it away from the battery pack towards the coloured collar-tubing; then
disconnect the tubing by ‘working it’ i.e. gently pulling and easing its internal
plug away from the battery pack.
Place the Leuchtie in front of you on a table with the battery pack pointing
towards you, and the size tag on the tubing on the right hand side.
NB: when re-assembling, the battery on this side must enter the battery pack
with its ‘+ pole-end’ leading (leaving the ‘flat-end’ of the battery showing).
Then open the other side (with no size tag) by using the same technique.
NB: the battery on this side must be fitted with its ‘+ pole-end’ still showing. Fit
the batteries and re-insert the internal plugs on both sides.
Check that the Leuchtie is working (by holding the battery pack downwards).
When you’re sure that the internal plugs on both sides are securely closed,
unroll/restore the soft-tubing securely back into position.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Which dogs is the Leuchtie suitable for?
Leuchtie is great for any dog. It is perfect for dogs who like to play and run off the
lead in the dark, in the garden, in fields or at the beach. You will always know
where your dog is if he wears a Leuchtie LED Light Collar.
The Leuchtie is also great when your dog is on the lead, as he will be seen clearly
by motorists – keeping him safe when walking in town or on country roads.
The Leuchtie high visibility collar is ideal for dogs with long coats thanks to its
extra bright Superflux LEDs. In Germany, the collar is used on Search and Rescue
dogs. The bright green and blue can be seen up to 1,000m away.
What is the right size Leuchtie for my dog?
The Leuchtie High Visibility LED Collar is slipped over the dog's head as a closed
ring. So to select the right size you need to measure the dog's head and not its
neck. The best way to do this is by setting an ordinary collar to a size where you
can just slip it over the dog's head. Then take it off and measure the inside of the
collar. This gives you the size of the widest part of your dog's head. Choose
a Leuchtie that is closest to that size, but not smaller.
But my dog isn’t fully grown yet?
If your dog has not much more to grow and you can estimate what the fully

grown size will be, you can purchase a Leuchtie which is one size larger, so he or
she can grow into it. Each Leuchtie light collar comes with a little strap so you
can attach it to a normal collar to secure it.
What are the advantages of the Leuchtie LED Collar compared to other high
visibility products on the market?
- Extra bright solid light, no irritating blinking.
- 4 (or 3 in the Mini Leuchtie) Superflux LEDs make your dog visible from all
angles.
- Easy to use – just slip over the dog's head.
- Automatic on/off switching, without manual mechanism.
- Long lasting in any weather.
- 100% waterproof.
- Easy to clean – just wash with water.
- Low energy consumption.
- Complies with all EU safety regulations for electronic equipment.
- Uses ordinary AAA (or AAAA for the Mini Leuchtie) batteries.
- Available in 8 fashionable colours.
Can I get replacement parts for my Leuchtie?
Yes you can. Just give PetsPyjamas a call on 0845 805 8458 and we will help you
get the right replacement part for your Leuchtie.
What should I keep in mind when using the Leuchtie?
The Leuchtie is very robust and copes well with most environmental influences.
However, there are few things you could keep in mind:
-

The Leuchtie is not a toy! Don't let your dog play with it and you should keep
the Leuchtie stored in a safe place where your dog can't reach it. Chewing of
the Leuchtie could cause damage to the electronic components of the
product. Also if your dog swallows any of the small parts (springs, batteries,
etc.) this could become a health issue and you should consult with your vet.

-

The Leuchtie is easily cleaned with water and a mild detergent. Please do not
use any abrasive or solvent based cleaning materials.

-

Do not attach a lead to the Leuchtie or try to hold the dog by the Leuchtie.
Too much force could pull the Leuchtie apart and springs or batteries might
fall out and get lost.

-

The Leuchtie is 100% waterproof and can be worn in any weather. It's even
okay to swim with. However, please make sure no water gets inside the
battery pack when changing the batteries. Clean and dry the Leuchtie
thoroughly before changing the batteries. Make sure the Silicon tubing is
sealing properly and if necessary replace it. (Contact us if you need new
Silicon seals).

If, for any reason, you think your Leuchtie requires maintenance, please contact
PetsPyjamas so that we can advise on the correct replacement part.

